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. STRUCTU.fu'\.1 VARIATIONS IN AN()RTHI'l'F:S 

W. F. Muller - Department of Materials Science and FJ1gineering 
H. R. Vlenk- DepartrY::nt of Geology and Geophysics 
G. 'I'homas ~ Department of Materials Science a:1d Enginecri~g 

University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABS'l'RACT 

Variations of structure and optical properties in anorthites 

(An 93-'97%) of differwt origin are analyzed with the petrographj c 

microscope, U-stage methods, X-ray single crystal analysis and high 

voltage electron microscopy. No significant variation has been found 

in the orientation of the indicatrix and of the lattice constants. 

But .£:-ty-pe 1·eflections (h + k even, Q.odd) are strong a."ld sharp in 

anorthites from slm.J'ly cooled rocks and diffuse in anorthites of 

identical chemical composition fror>1 q_uenched volcanic rocks. Large 

0 
type .£_- · anti phe.s c domains ( 5G00-10000A) are fou.11d in the s lo;.rly co9led 

0 .· 

rocks, ~dornains in volc&"lic rocks are small ( JOOA) or could not be 

imaged. ·.The presence of only b-domains in lunar basalt 14310 indicates 

quenching of this rock. Large .!:_-domains in the Apollo 15 genesis rocl: 

(151~15, Lally et al. 1972) indicate sloH cooling similar to terrestrial 

metamorphic rocks. 

INTRODUCTION 

Of e.ll feldspars calcic plagioclase has been leas-t studied e.nd marry 

of its structurc.l properties are still unclear. Smith and Rihbe (1969) 

give a SU!llllla!"".f of the present knOHledee O!l the !)lagioclasc structures 

e.nd for all details we refer to that paper. In pure anorthite the 

Al-Si distribution in the tetrahedral frali\CHork is essentially ordered 

(Kempster et al. 1962, Mcgaior et al. 1962) in agreement with the 
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aluminum-avoidance principle (Loe\-renstein, 195!~). This order persists 

up to high temperatures (Laves and Goldsmith, 1955). The ordering of 

Al-Si causes a doubling of the c-axis which is expressed in the appear-

ance.of additional reflections in the diffraction pattern. 

There are four classes of reflections (Fig. 2) 

Type-~ - reflections (h + k even, 1 even) arc due to the basic feldspar 

structure. 'Fney. are present in anorthite and become increasingly 

diffuse with higher Al~content and disappear a-:round An 70%. Byte~mi tes 

show only these~ and b- reflections. The corresponding structure is 

named body--center<:_d-anorthi te. 

Type-.£_- .reflections (h + k even, Q, odd) and d - reflections (h + k odd, 
i> 
; 

R. even) occur in anorthite only. They art:: sharp in slowJ.y cooled 

crystals with An 95% (£!~~itjve anorthite) and diffuse with streaking 

heating the s_ - reflections of primitive anorthite become more diffuse 

and disappear below 350°C. These chances occur immediateJy and are 

reversible (Brown et al. 1963, Bruno and G:s.zzoni 196'{, Foi t and Peacor 

1967, Laves, Czank and Schulz 1969). Therefore they are interpreted 

as caused by a displacive phase change and not a diffusive transformatior.. 

{Laves and Goldsmith 1961, Megaw 1962). The structure determination 

of primitive anorthite (Kempster et al. 1962) in fact suggests that 

there are two statistically overlapping Ca-positions or that there 

is strong anisotropic the:rmal vibration of the Ca-atom in the tetra

hedral frame-.;~rk which produces the primi tiv~ ~ = 14X unit cell. 

At lower a.horthite content order/disorder of Si/Al causes distortions 

of the lattice and small a.mounts of disorder may be important in the 

• 
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nucleation of primitive anorthite domains (Smith and Ri bbc 1969) • 'l'he 

Si-content (and not the Ca.-content as has been suggested by Lally et al. 

19'(2) appears to have the most important influence on the strue:ture in 

sod-ium bead nG anorthite. The purpose of tld s study was to investi.[;ate 

structural varia.ti ons in anorthites of different origin. C!";sta.ls of 

similar chemical composition and a different thermal history are char-

acterized by their optical properties, their crys~al structure and their 

microstructure. ·Since the pioneering work of NcCorme1l and Fleet ( 1963), 

Nissen and Bollmann (1966), Ribbe (1962), electron microscopy has become 

a very powerful tool in the study of feldspars. He applied this"method 

to anorthites (with the special aim. to make transmission electron micros-

copy more popular in mineralogy and petrology). The present contribution · 

is only coi1cerned -with natural cryste.ls. In a second stage we will try 
,;;.;....._~..::;__..::;__~~-

to reproduce the observed structures in the laboratory. 

PETROGRAPHY 

The only thing which the four specimens chosen for this analysis 

have in common is that they all contain plagioclase with an anorthite 

content ranging betvreen 93 and 97%. Location.s, textu:r:es, origin, 

age and mineralogical composition are about as different as can be (Fig. 2). 

The first specimen coming from the Fra Mauro area on the moon 

(Apollo lh, specir.:cn 14310) is an ilmenite bearing anorthite rich 

ortho-cliriopyroxene basalt of subophite texture (Fig. 2a, cf. Wenk 

et al. 1972) . 

Another volcanic rock is an anorthite-pigeonite tuff, very rich 

in euhedral anorthite crystals and two glass phases from: Miyake Island, 
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'l'okyo Bay, Hom;hu, Japan (Fig. 2b 16TOT. cf. Leisen 1934, Kozu 191l1). 
\ 

302_ is a cucrite meteorite from Serra· Mage; Brasil (Ulbrich, 

1971). The mineralogical composition is granular anorthite and 

pigeonite with "myrmckitic" exsolutions of augite (Fig. 2c). 

Sci 59 is a metamorphic calcsilicate rock of miocene age from 

V. Schiesonc (Bergell Alps, N. Italy, cf. Wenk 1970). The slightly 

f'oliated specimen consisting of diopside, hornblende, anorthite, calcite, 

sphene and ore bearing sho~.;s typical annealing textures (Fig. 2d) and is 

one of the slovly cooled amphibolite fazies rocks of the lepontinc 

zone (E. Wcnk, 196:?) . ' 
The -~tica~~ E.:C?....:":l_erti es of plagioclase, especially the orientation 

{· 

and shape of the indicatrix in the.triclinic crystal? vary greatly 

with the chemical composition and :thermal history. Euler I angles 
f . 

are used to describe the orientation of the indicatrix. For sodium 

rich plagioclase data points of these angles fall on two distinctly 

different curves for volcanic and plutonic plagioclase (Burri, Parker, 

Wenk, 1968). 'I'hese curves join at An 90% and from there on to pure 

anorthite a broad band of irregularly scattering points characterize 

the orientation (Fig. 1). 'l'he band for lJ! and cf> is about 18 degrees 

wide which is well beyond statistical scatter due to errors in the 

measurements. Euler I angles for the four specimens studies in this 

paper are listed in 'l'able 1. 'l'here is no significant difference 

b~tween the two quenched volcanic anorthites and the_ sloi.,rly cooled 

meteoritic and metamorphic crystals. Thus the orientation of the ind:i.-

catrix, which is a convenient parameter to describe sodium ri~h plagioclase, 

\ . .. 
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is unsuited j n the anorthite range and other paratactei·s have to be 

found. Sucha parameter as has been mentioned in the introduction is 

of b and c - ref] ections. X-ray prcccss:i on photoe;ra,phs (Fig. 2) show 

for the volcanic samples (Fig. 2e;e;) a transitional anorthite pattern 

with sharp £_ and c reflections which are streak:i np: approximately parallel 

to b* in Okl photographs and for the slowly cooled samples (Fi.g. 2g,h) 

they shoH· a primitive anorthite structure with strong and sharp~ -

reflections. There is a clear variation in diffuseness of ..£. - reflections 

of chemicalJy identical anorthites and comparison of the lunar 14310 

crystal with the anorthite in the Japanese voJca.nic tuff indicates that 

the crystalstructure of both cryst.e.ls is very similar. Lattice pararneters, 

taken froin precession photographs "do not sho•.v significant variation 

('!'able 2). 

'l'RANSMI SS I ON ELECTRON ~41 CROSCOPY 

A Hitachi HU650 electron microscope vrith 650 kV acceleration 

voltage •ras used for the electron microscopic studies. 'I'hinned specir.'.ens 

suitable for electron transmission were obtained from standard petro

graphic thin sections by ion-bombardment. ( Ca.staing, 1955; for experimental 

details see Barber, 1970, and Radcliffe et al., 19~(0). Due to the 

increased penetrating power of the high volta.ge electron microscope 

compared to a 100 kV electron microscope and to the preparation method 

lar.ge areas could be examined. 

It may be .useful to discuss briefly sorr,e basic principles of order-

disprdcr transformations, antiphase domain boundaries and transmission 

, 
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electron microscopy. For details the reader is referred to review 

articles by Marcincowski· (1963), Cohen (1970) with a discussion by 

Warlimont.(l~10)~ and to textbooks on transmission electron microscopy 

('l'homas i"962; Arnelinckx, 196L1; Hirsch et al., 1965). We consider 

an alloy with 50% atoms A and 50% atoms B cr:rstalli.zing in a structure 
, 

in which the atomic positions are randomly occupied by the atoms A and 

R. J.f the alloy cools belovr a critic a] tcr~.pcraturc, ordering of the 

atoms may take place. In the ordered structure, called a superstructure 

of the disorde:rcd one, all atoms A have atoms B as their closest neighbors 

and vice versa. Ordered domains may nucleate and begin to grow at different 

places within the same disordered crystal. When these ordered domains 

impinge on each other they may either fit perfectly together forming a 

single crystal or they may meet estch other "out of phase " or "out of 
i 
t 

step'.' (Fig. h). In this case a boundary called an ar:_ti P!_:_<ls e doJ~J:E!. 

boundary (APB) is produced between the domains. .The region enclosed by 

an APB is called an antiphase doEtain. The antiphase vector p describes 

the displacement of a particular atom species between two adjacent 

domains. Thus p is the displacement necessary to produce the two domains 

from a single crystal. Depending on crystal structure there are many 

possibilities for such vectors. When electrons characterized by a 

distinct· wavelength A encounter a crystalline specimen, part of the;!l 

will be di.:ffracted on suitable oriented lattice planes under the corres-

pending Bragg angles .~ l.. Electron diffraction pat terns (3a-d) contain the 

primary beam and diffracted beams indexed h.k.£. corresponding to the 
. l 1 l 

reciprocal lattice vectors g.. Image contrast is obtained using an 
l. 

.. 
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an aperture ny which a distinct beam can be selected to pas~; through 

to the final image. The other beams are vithheld. If only the primary 

beam is allowed to pass a so-called bright field image results.· If a 

diffracted beam is selected for image formation a dark field image is 

obtained. In dark field images the parts of the specimen will shine up 

from which (sufficient) electrons have been scatte:r:ed into the corres-

ponding Bragc; reflection. Therefore, taking a superstructure reflection 

for imaging the reg1ons of the specimen will appear bright which contain 

the superstructure. If the crystal contains APB's they may be resblved 

under certain conditions. Image contrast from APB's depends on several 

parameters the most important bei;,g the phase change as sod a ted with 

the displacement across the boundary. This phase change is given by 
·' 

the phase angle CL = 2ng·p. A phase jump in ti1e at11pHtude occurs if 

f. 0 mod 2 _11 , i.e. for - - non-integral. If g~p integral, i.e. CL g·p is when 

p equals a lattice translation vector, et is zero (no contrast) . 'l'hus, 

in general, superlattice djffraction vectors are necessary to provide 

contrast. If et n mod 2 1T , symmetrical fringes occur about the c~nter 

of the fa'ult in dark field whereas when et = 2 n /3 mod ·2 n symmetrical 

fringes occur in bright field. However, other factors affect the fringe 

symmetry, e.g. when the diffraction vectors differ in magnitude but 

are paraliel across the domain wall symmetry properties disappear due 
' 

to the "excitation ~rror" £\g. This mea-ns that the direction of the p 

vector is not easily determined from fringe symmetry but requires careful 

tilting experiments in order to ir1Vestigate the same boundary under 

different reflecting conditions. {gi ·Pi} •.. 
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Keeping these principles in mind the anorthite specimens have 

been analyzed and the following featul'cs have been observed: 

diffraction pattern containing sharp .§.:.:... and b- reflections and diffuse 

reflections is shown in Fig. 3a. Very weak and diffuse d- reflections 

were observed. The .£_- reflections were streaked· in directions perpendicular 

to about (231)' in a selected area diffractogram .normal [211]. This 

is in agreement with observations by Rib?e and Colville (1968), Appleman 

et al. (1971), and Christie et al. (1971). 

Dark field images using ]:>_- reflections revealed smoothly curved 

antiphase domain boundaries (Fig; 3e). 'l'he size of these domains 

(500-1000~} is distinctly smaller than those found by Christie 
I 

et al. (1971) in lunar rock 1002~. Christie et al. (1971) proposed 
. . . . ~ 

'' - ' c 
a displacement vector p = 2[001]. So far, no contrast experiments and 

calculations have been done to determine the actual displacement vector 

among the many possibilities. 

Anorthite from Miya}:e Islands, Janall: Selected area electron diffraction 

pattern show sharp ~- and .Q and slightly diffuse £.- r-eflections. Small 

domains in the order of 70 - 100~ could be imaged in dark field using 

type E_- reflections (Fig. 3f). The c- domains in the Japanese anorthite 

may be ordered domains in a disordered matrix. The type ~- reflections 

are less diffuse than those of the lunar anorthite. So we conclude that 

the c- domains in the lwtar anorthite were not resolved because they 

were smaller and probably less ordered than in this anorthite. · The 

occurrence of such small type ~ domains in lunar rocks was reported 

• 
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by Appleman et al. (19'(1) and Christie et al. (19'{1). 'l'ype b- domains 

were not observed in the anorthite from Japan. 

diffraction patterns sho\< strong~- and b~ and 'dCaker c- reflections. 

The type£.""" reflections are sometimes slightly diffuse. APE's were 

visualized in bright field and dark field images using c- reflections 

(Fig. 3g). The width of mesh of the netvrork formed by the APB' s was 
o· 

varying from about 500 to 5000A. 'l'he domains frequently appear 

to be elongated parallel to c~ During the work at the microscope an 

oscillation of the domain walls has been observed on the screen. 

Type }:l_- domains '"ere not observed. 

!:!~orthite fr_:_o!fl Val Schiesone, Alps: Selected area electron diffraction 

patterns shovred strong .2:_- reflestions, weaker b- and y reflections, 
; 

very weak d-, reflections. All reflections were sharp (Fig. 3d). 

Bright field and dark field images with ~ reflections operating 

revealed large antiphase domains separated by APB' s (F'ig. 3h). The 

areas surrounded by APE's as measured in the electron micrographs 

had a diameter up to several microns. The APE's have apparently a 

preferential orientation parallel to c*. Ribbe and Colville (1968) 

assume an antiphase v~ctor p ~~[a·+ b..:.. c] f~r the c- domains. For 

this p the phase shift a equals 7T mod 2 1T • if the diffracted beam 

g is a c:- reflection. ~le observed syrmnetrical fringe contrast about 

the center of the APB-fault in dark field. This result would be con-

sistent •rith the case for the condition a = n, e.g. it ;..;ould be 

consistent with a displacement vector p =~[a+ b ;_ c]. But, as 
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notedbefQre for the b- domains, there are e.Jso. other possibilities 

which have to be examined by contrast experiments and calculations; 

CONCLUSIONS 

Presence and size of b- and s:_- antiphase domains in anorthite is 

a sensitive parameter to characterize calcic plagioclase. 'l'he 
; 

variations in size are influenced by the chemical composition and the 

thermal a:nd IIJCChLmical hj story. If the An content is known then it 

is possible -to deri-ve the c;ooling his Lo~_·y _as is dcmonstrated by the com-

pariEwn of the four samples. The size of the domains is a function of 

nuclea.tlon anG. growth rate. During quenching the domains cannot g~or.·r 

and a patt~rn of very fine c- domains results which may be partially 
. . 

disordered; causing the diffuse~ reflections. During annealing slightly 

-~ ~· 
belovr the disordering temperature; the dom<d.ns grow. In slowly ·cooled 

anorthites (An > 95%) nob- domains were present. It is uncertain if 

the intensity of c- reflections and shape and size of c- domains is only 

due to the Ca- position or if Si/Al disorder produced at very high 

~emperatures in the lava has a secondary influence. The c-. d.oinains 

(probably caused by a displacive transformation a:·ound 300°C) may ·reflect 

only the:very late cooling history. whereas b- domains (an. indication 

for Al/Si disorder) form already at high temperatures above ·~soooc' 

therefore influenced during all stages of.the cooling. Heating experi-'-

ments and microscopy will solve some of these questions. So far we cal'l 

only empirically use the size of c- domains to obtain information about 

the cooling history. Lally et al. (19~(2) recently found large c'

dornains iq an An 93~-95 anorthite from the Apollo 15 genesis rock (15!~15) 

• 

.. 
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and attribute it to the high Ca- content. From our evidence \-TC con-

elude that the genesis rock has to be a slowly c_ooled rock, similar to 

... terrestrial meta"llOrphic rocks or metcori t~s. 'J'his is verJ different · 

from most other lunar rocks, such as J.lt310-basnlt witerc the anU1.1h2~H' 

domains ihdicate rapidly cooling ·of a volcanic rock. The differences 

between the two volcanic and the t1tro plutonic specimens (missing of 

b- domairis in the Japanese tuff compared with missing _E:- domains in the 

lunar basalt and differences in size in meteoritic and metamorphic 

anorthi tes) inay be partly caus cd by small variations in chemical 

composition. 

'l'he presence of submicroscopic structurc3 in all plagioclase 

crystals raises the intriguing qu~stion how these features which are 

invisibJe in the light microscope are expressed in the optical 
-' ] .. . , . 

properties. Antiphase domains, submicroscopical twins, exsolutions 

are likely to have some imprint on the orientation of the indicatrix 

and the .fact that the optical state and the structural state not al-.:.rays 

conform (Wenk, 1968, vlenk and Nord 1971) can possibly be explained 

as an influence of the microstructure. 
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TABLE I 

Jo:u1cr I angles relati_ne the optical indicatrix and crystal coordinates. 

Accurncy of Euler ar:c:lcs 

specimen hd.n-laws 

10 
is + - • 

-- 2 

2Vy 
. '':"~ .. 

------- . -----------------
111310 lunar Ab,Ca,Ab-Ca 

· p1ag.pyrox. Pe (rare) 
basalt B~veno right 

voJ cani c : · .. · "Ab,Ca 
tuff, Miyake Ab~Ca 
Is. Japan 

- - ' ·serra de Maee 
eucr:ite 
nteteorite 

------

Ab,ca; 
Ab...,Ca. 
Pe 

, 
Sci-59 diops. An,Pe, 
calc. a.north Ab-Ca 
hb1. fels (rare) ' 
V. ~chiesone, 
(A~ps) .. . .. 

' 
Ab. albite 
Ca Carisbad 

81 

77 

78 

77 

77 

Ab-Ca albite--CArlsbad 
Pe pericline 

. 1 
25-2 

2) 

3 
234 

22 

211 

23! 2 

2~ 11 

21~ 

16\ 
; 
-' 

20~ 

2~ 2 
' 23 

20 

23 

15 

·An Or . Ab 
... in mole percent ' 

'· . ·----------------·-------
,;.:.2 38 85.30 1. 72 12.98 

.::11 38 8'{. 69 1.22 11.09 

-51:_ 2 38 87.60 1.38 11.,02 
. l 

37 -5-2 97.09 0.118 6.43 

-6 34 94.33 0.39 5.28 

-6 38 93.41 0.45 6.14 

-10 34 94.30 .06 5.10 

-9 34 95.64 .0'{ 4.29 

-11~ 34 911. 52 .01 5. 4,( 

. 1 
3~ -~ 2 94.99. .09 4.92 

-8 37 93.99 .06 5~95 

-6 35 
---------------------------

. 1 
-~ 94.83 .09 5.08 

-6 38 ~5 ~ 31 . . 011 . 4~ 59 
-----· 

-8 38 97.4 .01 2.59 

. ..... 

'..J 

) 



TABLE 2 

specimen 

14310 lunar - _ 
9lag. pyrox. 
basalt 

volcanic tuff 
~'t.iya.ke Isl. 
Japan 

Serra de Mage 
Eucri"te 
M:eteorite 

Sci 59 diops. 
hbl. calc. 
a..'1orth. · fels • 
V. Schiesone, 
(Alps.) 

n ~ ·c\ c 

Lattice Constants ar.d Structure o~ Anorthites (from Precession Photographs). 

a ·o c a p y. structure An Or Ab 
0 0 0 

0 0 

in A, error is + .OlA in degrees, error is~ 0.1° in mole percent 
. -

8.1.8 12.87 14 .. 19 93~3 116.2 91.0 transitiqna.J. 93.44 0.16 6.40 

8.17 12.87 14.17 93.2 115.8. 91.2 transitional 95.44 .02 4.54 

8.19 12.88 14.18 92.9 116.1 91.4 primitive 95.57 .05 4.39 

8.18 12.89' 14.19 93~3 ·· ---·v-'"116.0 91.1. primitive 97· 16 .25 2.59 

.... 

I 
1-' 
-,] 

I 
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FIGUH.E CAP1'IONS 

Fig. 1. V:ai·iation of Euler anglys <P and ~ which characterize the 

orientation of the optical indicatrix in the crystal for calcic 

anort;hitcs (data are from the literature). 

F'ir,. 2. (a) -- (d) Photomicror;raphs usinr; a petror;:Caphic microsc:ope 

with cross eel ni.cols •. 

(c) .-.. (h) X-ray sinr,le-crystal precession -a photographf; (Mo 

radiation, Zr filter). 

Fig. 3. (a)- (d): Selected area electron diffractograms. (a) - (c) 

650 kV,. (d) 500 kV acceleration voltag;c. 

(e)- (h): Transmission electron micrographs .. (e) ~e !i,· (f) -(h) 

type ¢-. d.omains· D3.rk field. ~1'he opera.tine:; diffracted beam g is 

inserted. 650 kV accelerati~n voltage. 

. -' . 

F'ig. 4. Schematic representation?of an antiphase domain bo1J.hdary (AI'B) 

in ah hypothetical alloy with atoms A (circles) and B (dots) . -p 

is called the displacement vector or antiphase :vector. 

;J. 
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VARIATIONS OF EULEH ANGLES (> and 

'1' IN CALCIC PLAGIOCLASE 
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r---------LEGAL NOTICE---------...... 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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